[Foot pain in the elderly].
The paper draws attention to the problem of the aging foot characterized by a complex of degenerative changes and other accompanying diseases--multimorbidity. Affections of the foot rank fourth in the examinations carried out in outpatients. A series of 100 randomly selected patients above the age of 60 who presented with affections of the foot for orthopedic examination was analyzed. In order to establish optimal preventive and therapeutic measures, correlation between foot pain and foot deformity was assessed and the most frequent etiologies of the painful foot and the most frequent localizations of maximal pain in the foot were determined. In relation to pain the author emphasizes the necessity to set up the present functional diagnosis and to apply a complex approach considering not only diseases which conventionally fall under the care of the orthopedist. The latter issue is particularly important in the setting of policlinics with narrow specialties where synthesis of the established findings is sometimes lacking. Frequent affections of the foot encountered in orthopedic practice require a complex analysis of the problem.